The 24XPAPHOS module is cut from both 16” tiles and 24” tiles. Expect some thickness variation.

Modular Size  SqFt./Module  Piece 1   Piece 2   Piece 3   Piece 4   Piece 5   Standard Grout Joints   Price Code
24XPAPHOS     12.00 SqFt.  24” X 24”  16” X 24”  16” X 16”  08” X 16”  08” X 08”  3/8” Rustic or 1/4” Refined  C
12XPAPHOS     3.00 SqFt.  12” X 12”  08” X 12”  08” X 08”  04” X 08”  04” X 04”  3/8” Rustic or 1/4” Refined  C
06XPAPHOS     0.75 SqFt.  06” X 06”  04” X 06”  04” X 04”  02” X 04”  02” X 02”  1/4” Rustic or 3/16” Refined  C

*The CleftStone Works has chosen to use UNESCO World Heritage sites as inspiration for the names of its patterns which feature beautiful natural stones from destinations around the globe. We encourage interested parties to learn more about the worlds cultural and natural heritage [here](http://whc.unesco.org/).